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voice mail from last week?

Justin Kuo <jkuo@usatfne.org> Sun, Mar 18, 2012 at 2:20 AM
To: Eric Smith <esmith@netaconsulting.org>

Eric,

It was good to talk with you on Saturday evening. I'm sorry I missed your call on Friday morning.

After our phone conversation, I pulled out my Leica Disto D5 and played with it. I think I figured out how to add or
subtract a stored value (or constant.)  You need to use the Storage/Memory button on the lower right side of the
keypad. It has the image of a floppy drive on the button. (See the image below.) I never used the feature before and
it's good to know it is available.

Here's how I think you measure the horizontal jumps with two takeoff boards.

1) Measure the distance between the two takeoff lines using the red [ON/DIST] button.

2) Press and hold the [Storage/Memory] button until the device beeps to confirm storage. The distance will be
stored as a constant. The constant will be saved even if the Leica Disto is powered off.

3) Position the Laser Disto on the horizontal measurement beam and adjust the offset from the nearer takeoff board.

4) If the athlete uses the near takeoff board, then measure the jump as usual. If the athlete uses the far takeoff
board, then press the press the [Storage/Memory] button once to recall the constant. Press the [=/MENU] button to
enter the constant into the calculation. Press the [+] button to prepare to add the constant. Press the red [ON/DIST]
button to display the measurement from the nearer takeoff board. Finally, press the [=/MENU] button to add the
constant to the measurement.

Although I have not experimented with my Leica Disto A5, I noticed the A5 is also capable of storing a constant by
pressing and holding the [STORAGE] button. That button is located just below the [=] button. It has an image of an
arrow pointing up and another arrow pointing down in an open box. (See the image below.)
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Here are links the two Disto manuals.

Manual for Leica Disto D5
http://www.pacific-solutions.com/downloads/pdf/DistoD5_manual_us.pdf

Manual for Leica Disto A5
http://www.quantumgear.com/catalog/user_manuals/disto-a5.pdf

Finally, here's my fax number: 617-939-0992

Sincerely,

Justin Kuo
[Quoted text hidden]
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